ABSTRACT In the studies of cybersecurity, malicious traffic detection is attracting more and more attention for its capability of detecting attacks. Almost all of the intrusion detection methods based on deep learning have poor data processing capacity with the increase in the data length. Most intrusion detection methods can only handle the header part of the traffic and omit valuable information from the payload, so they cannot detect the malicious traffic when the hacker hides the attack behavior in the payload. In this paper, we propose an attention model that can process network traffic flow with adjustable length to detect the payload-based attacks. Furthermore, we design a Flow Wasserstein GAN model to generate new network traffic data from the original data sets to enhance the network packet data and protect the user's privacy. Our model has a hierarchical structure to build the representations of bytes and packets on two levels. Moreover, two levels of attention mechanisms enable the model to pay attention to more important content when constructing the flow representation. The experiments based on the ISCX-2012 and ISCX-2017 datasets prove that the proposed model has higher performance in accuracy and true positive rate (TPR) than four state-of-the-art deep learning methods. The experiment shows that our model outperforms the existing HSAT-IDS in the detection of the generated packets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Malicious network traffic classification is one of the cybersecurity task [1] . The goal of it is to assign labels to flow or packets. Various machine learning algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM) [2] , Bayesian network [3] and artificial neural network (ANN) [4] are used as classifiers of malicious network traffic data. The traffic data contains plenty of noise, and the input of specific features can significantly increase the accuracy of intrusion and malware detection. However, some features may decrease the detection accuracy [5] . Therefore, it is indispensable for intrusion detection to do feature engineering. The selection of features is a challenging, and the complexity of the feature selection is NP-Hard [6] .
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Although many deep learning methods approach to malicious traffic detection have been quite effective [7] - [9] , in this paper we evaluate the hypothesis that better representations can be obtained by incorporating information of network data structure in the model architecture. The hypothesis in our model is that not all parts of network traffic flow are equally relevant for malicious network classification. And determining the relevant sections in a flow involves modeling the interactions of the bytes.
In addition to that, since deep learning methods take the header of the traffic flow as input, with the length of the input increase, the performance of these methods will inevitably decline. For some types of attacks such as DoS attack, it is difficult to judge whether the flow is malicious by only using the first few packets in a flow. So it is necessary to increase the length of the input. Using the attention mechanism our model can process the input with long length well and pay VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ attention to the crucial part to determine whether this traffic is malicious traffic. We consider to use bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units(GRU) to build the relationships between non-adjacent parts which can be very important. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Long short-term memory (LSTM) [10] and GRU [11] have been absolutely established as the most advanced method for sequence modeling and conversion problems such as natural language processing. The attention mechanism becomes very important because it in the natural language processing frees the network from having to map a sequence of random length to a single, fixed-dimensional vector. In this work, we propose a classification model based on the attention mechanism to describe global interactions between input and output. Using the attention mechanism our model can process a long flow and find the critical parts for the classification task.
Word embedding also known as distributed word representation, [12] can capture the semantic and syntactic information of words from a large unlabeled corpus [13] and has drawn great attention from many researchers. Many models which are proposed in recent years have yielded most advanced results in various natural language processing tasks. Word and phrase embeddings, when used as the underlying input representation, have been shown to boost the performance in NLP tasks such as syntactic parsing [14] and sentiment analysis [15] . In this work, we use the word embedding method to do the distributed bytes representation. Bytes embedding is based on the hypothesis which is similar to word embedding: bytes that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) In network traffic, different binary bytes have different meanings, and they are also related to each other. However, the onehot encoding(OHE) does not reflect the association between them but uses the word embedding method to convert the bytes into byte vectors. In this article, we process the network flow as natural language and word2vector [16] to embedding the bytes to bytes vector. So the distance between any two vectors (eg, L2 distance or cosine distance) can represent a partial semantic relationship of two associated bytes. (2) We propose a hierarchical attention model which can learn information from two levels of the network flow structure. Our model first builds representations of bytes using bidirectional GRU and assign different bytes to different weights through the attention mechanism [17] . So some critical bytes are assigned more weight compared to some other bytes which are irrelevant to classifying this flow. Then we process the packet vector as same as processing bytes. We use bidirectional GRU to aggregate the representations of bytes to a flow representation since it makes full use of the context information from both directions, and any packet is also assigned a weight to let the model pay more or less attention to a different packet when building the representation of the flow. In this article, we show that the hierarchical embedding attention network often results in better performance. ( 3) The problem of missing data is frequently encountered in intrusion detection studies. Especially in the deep learning method, the limitations of the training data severely limit the training effect of the model. Furthermore, detect real user network traffic directly may cause a user data breach. So we propose a Flow-WGAN(Wasserstein GAN [18] ) to generate new data from the original data set. This method cannot create new information, but Flow-WGAN can learn different feature from the same original training set. The reason is that the two models have different structures and the methods for extracting information are different. So the generated network flow packets are new data for the classifier model. Therefore we can use the generated network flow packet to simulate a new type of Internet application to evaluate the performance of the classifiers or improve the classifiers. The experiment shows that all classifiers have a higher FAR when process the generated network flow packets and our model has a lower FAR than the HAST-IDS model.
II. RELATED WORK A. INTRUSION DETECTION
With the development of the Internet, network security has become one of the most important factors in various industries, such like industrial automation [19] , [20] , smart grid [21] . In the studies of cybersecurity, malicious traffic detection attracts more and more attention. Intrusion and malicious detection can be classified into two types of detection: signature-based and anomaly-based detection [22] . Signature-based detection, which is also known as misuse detection, has the advantage of a high detection rate and low false discovery rate. The disadvantage of signature-based is that it cannot detect new types of attacks or encrypted malicious network data [23] . As for anomaly-based detection, which is also called the statistical-based method, it can detect unknown attacks and encrypted malicious network data when it combined the latest technology such as machine learning. If using traditional machine learning, extracting features is necessary so a model can be built based on these features and be trained supervised or unsupervised. However, designing a set of suitable feature is very difficult [24] . And anomaly-based detection highly depends on feature designing. There is no rule guiding people to design feature set, so security practitioner can only design feature set based on previous experience. That causes the low accuracy problem of this approach.
B. DEEP LEARNING
In recent years, deep artificial neural networks have won numerous contests in pattern recognition and machine learning [25] , [26] . One of the most significant advantages of it is that it can directly learn from the raw data, so there is no need to extract feature manually. Deep learning has made great achievement in many fields such as computer vision and natural language processing [27] . In the field of malicious traffic detection, more and more researchers have used deep learning algorithms and got remarkable results.
Ma et al. deployed deep learning algorithms using KDD99 [28] . Further on this basis, Kolosnjaji et al. [29] verified that CNN could identify malware network flow by using raw network data. Wang et al. [7] were inspired by the language model and process the raw network as a language. Wang et al. [30] proved that CNN could treat the network as the image and achieve high precision in detecting malicious network flow. Shabtai et al. [31] present mobile malware detection through analysis of deviations in application network behavior used semi-supervised machinelearning method to detect meaningful deviations in a mobile application's network behavior.
In [5] , a novel intrusion detection system with geneticalgorithm-based feature selection and multiple support vector machine classifiers for wireless mesh networks are proposed. Reference [8] evaluates methods for applying unsupervised anomaly detection to cybersecurity applications on computer network traffic data, or flow. In [32] , researchers present a novel adaptive and functionally auto-scaling stream processor: ''Wisdom'' with a built-in hybrid optimizer developed using Particle Swarm Optimization, and Bisection algorithms to optimize CEP rule parameters. In [33] , all publicly accessible and labeled NIDS data sets are explored. In [34] , a distributed attack detection system is proposed, and it has great performance in the experiment. Reference [35] proposed a single-stage malware classifier based on a character-level convolutional neural network. Reference [36] proves that an entropy-based approach is suitable to detect modern botnet-like malware based on anomalous patterns in the network. Reference [37] compares OPFC with data clustering based on k-means, and self-organization maps in the context of intrusion detection in computer networks. In the [38] the proposed system treats traffic records as images and detection of DoS attacks as a computer vision problem. Their method can process 59,000 traffic records per second. In [39] they tokenize and compress network flow into sequences of ''words'' that form ''sentences'' representative of a conversation between computers. In this way, they demonstrate positive unsupervised attack identification performance on the ISCX IDS dataset.
C. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [40] have shown remarkable results in various tasks such as image generation [41] - [44] , image translation [45] - [47] , superresolution imaging [48] , and face image synthesis [49] - [52] . The generative adversarial network (GAN) contains two parts: a generator and a discriminator. The discriminator reveals whether a sample is fake or real, while the generator produces samples as real as possible to cheat the discriminator. This approach also leverages the loss function to make the generated samples as realistic as possible.
D. GATED RECURRENT UNIT
Gated Recurrent Unit is a slightly more dramatic variation on the LSTM, introduced by Cho et al. [53] . It combines the ''forget'' gate and ''input'' gate into a single ''update gate,'' and it also merges the hidden state and cell state. So GRU is simpler than standard LSTM models and is easy to be trained. The GRU has the reset gate r t and the update gate z t . They determine how to update the state and combine state with the new input.
In Fig. 1 . the update gate z t decides how much past memory is retained. It is updated as flow:
(
In equation1 h t is the hidden state and x t is input at time t. The reset gate r t decides how much past memory is combined with the new input. It is updated as flow:
The candidate hidden state h t is computed with the reset gate, just like traditional RNN method.
The new state ht is computed as:
In the initial state, the reset gate is zero, so the past memory can be ignored.
E. ATTENTION MECHANISM IN NETWORK
Inspired by human attention mechanism [54] , application of attention mechanism has achieved great success in natural language processing and computer vision task. Instead of compressing the entire image or a sequence into static representation, using attention mechanism network can focus on the most critical part of features as needed. Reference [55] presents a recurrent neural network model that is capable of extracting information from an image or video by adaptively selecting a sequence of regions or locations and only processing the selected regions at high resolution. Reference [56] introduces an attention-based model that automatically learns to describe the content of images. Reference [57] proposed a temporal attention mechanism that allows to go beyond local temporal modeling and learns to automatically select the most relevant temporal segments given the text-generating RNN.
Reference [58] proposed a question-guided spatial attention architecture that looks for regions relevant to either individual words or the entire question, repeating the process over multiple recurrent steps or ''hops.'' Reference [59] proposed a machine translation network architecture based solely on an attention mechanism, dispensing with recurrence and convolutions entirely.
III. MODEL A. OVERVIEW OF ATTENTION GRU MODEL
The goal of attention GRU model is to learn the feature from the raw network traffic and classify malicious network traffic. Our model uses an attention network to process the raw network traffic and generate context variables which VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Bidirectional GRU based on attention mechanism. Hidden state h ij is feed to one-layer MLP to get the weight a ij .
contain all vital information of network packet. We learn from [60] , [61] in modeling flows hierarchically by obtaining representations for byte and then composing those into a flow representation. The overall structure of the Model is shown in the Fig.1 . It consists of five parts: a byte encoder, a bytelevel attention layer, a network packet encoder, a packetlevel attention layer, a classifier uses SOFTMAX functions. In the level of the packet, bytes are encoded to byte-vector and processed by byte-attention layer to extra important byte to packet. Similarly, byte-vector is encoded and processed by packet-level attention layer. Finally, the flow vector is generated and can be used as a feature of flow to classify. Our model focuses on the traffic flow level classification because many intrusion features are hidden behind the traffic flow. This study assumes that a traffic flow F has n network packet Pi and each network packet has
represent that the jth byte in the ith network packet Pi. A typical network flow is too long to process so we need to encode it and use attention mechanism to extra import network packet. The various steps of our model are listed as follows.
B. PREPROCESSING
Common flow objects, with different granularities, include TCP connections, Flows, Bidirectional flows (Biflows), Services, Hosts [62] . Our method uses the flow type which is used in the most study. We use the 5-tuple (source-IP, sourceport, destination-IP, destination-port, transport level protocol) to determine one flow. Packets which have the same 5-tuple is combined to a network flow as the basic classification unit.
C. K-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION
Cross-validation is a statistical method which is used to estimate the performance of machine learning models. This method is easy to implement and results in performance estimates show that this method generally has a lower bias than other methods. The procedure has a single parameter called k that refers to the number of groups that a given data sample is to be split into. When a specific value for k is chosen, it may be used in place of k in reference to the model. In our experiment, we determine k = 10, because it has good average precision of the error estimation [63] . A byte is entered as a one-hot character into the word2vector. By training the word2vector model, we get the embedding matrix W. Thus one-dimensional byte is transformed into a high-dimensional byte vector. And all the information is encoded in the flow data hence the relation between various byte can be established.
D. HIERARCHICAL ATTENTION LAYER 1) BYTE ENCODER
The byte encoding contains three steps. Firstly, two byte B ij is embedded to continuous vector V ij from one-hot vector by word2vector [13] V ij = W × B ij . Secondly, V ij in two directions is processed by a bidirectional GRU, and contextual information in the annotation will be incorporated. The bidirectional GRU have forward and reverse GRU to process FIGURE 2. The structure of our hierarchical attention model. Our hierarchical attention model has a hierarchical structure which can build representations of bytes and packets in two levels. Moreover, it has two levels of attention mechanisms to enable it to pay attention to more important content when constructing the flow representation.
the bytes from V i1 to V iM and from V iM to V i1 .
From that, GRU can obtain information from forward hidden state h ij and the backward hidden state h ij . Then we concatenate h ij and h ij to get h ij = [h ij , h ij ] which represent the byte w ij .
2) BYTE ATTENTION
Now the feature of every V ij is put into the GRU, but many bytes are not important to classify whether the packet is malicious. So we introduce the attention mechanism to assign weights to different bytes and provide some significant bytes more opportunity [64] . Attention mechanism can help to synthesize the representation of the entire packet.
In this method, every byte vector is assigned a specific weight a it . To calculate the weight, we first feed the hidden state h ij which represents the byte B ij through a one-layer MLP to get u ij . Then set a weight vector u b to reflect the different importance of different bytes. This vector u b will be optimized while training, so we get a normalized importance weight a ij . After that, we can get a weighted sum of bytes vector P i .
3) PACKET ENCODER
Just like encoding the bytes, we also use bidirectional GRU to encode the packet P i . Analogously, we assign every packet vector P i a specific weight u p in a similar way. This vector can measure the importance of the packet. And u p will also be optimized through training.
So we feed the packet vector h i to the one-layer MLP and get u i as a hidden representation. When the training and normalizing of up is complete, we get the final weight of the packet. Finally, F is the flow vector summarizes all information of the entire flow.
5) SOFTMAX CLASSIFIER
Given that flow classification is a classification task, a SOFTMAX function, which is optimized through crossvalidation, is used. After getting the flow vector F, we first feed F to a one-layer MLP. Then we use the SOFTMAX function to achieve the purpose of classification.
where W f is an f-dimensional vector, f is the number of attack types, and i is the ith flow. The loss function is as follows:
E. FLOW-WGAN
The problem of missing data is frequently encountered in intrusion detection studies. If we directly detect real user network traffic, it is likely to cause data breach. Inspired by WGAN, we propose a new Flow-WGAN model based on WGAN. We design this packet generator model to enhance network packet data and protect user privacy. The real original packet is processed to a fixed length. Because the length and payload of the packets are changed, we need to repair the length field in IP and TCP/UDP header, and the checksum is also recalculated. The network adapter will check the length and checksum to ensure the packet is complete and correct when it receives a packet. To accelerate the process of the model generating a packet that conforms to the packet format. We design a type and length checker referring to Table 1 and add this T(G(z)) to the generative loss function, where G(z) is the generated data and T(G(z)) is the output of the type checker. So the loss function is as follows: 
For the discriminator training, the loss function never changes. For the generator training, the loss function is as follows.
The function of T(G(z)) is feature constraint. It can limit the type and length of the generated network traffic packets. The length and type field of the generated packet will close to the limit specific value. We limit the generated packet to be TCP/UDP based on the Internet Protocol. Moreover, the length of the packet is 784 bytes, so every length field is a fixed value. Key field, corresponding position and key value are as Table 1 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this study, various types of experiments are done to evaluate our model.
A. DATA SETS AND PREPROCESSING
First, we use the TCPdump to capture network traffic flow in our laboratory as the training data set to generate the embedding matrix. It contains several of internet protocol such as HTTP, FTP, DNS, POP3, SMTP, SMB, telnet, et al. We use the traffic to train the unsupervised embedding model and get the embedding matrix W. We evaluate our model with ISC-2012 [65] and ISC-2017 [66] data sets. The method of detecting in our study is designed to detect based on network flow, and our model can have a better performance than the method based on a network packet. As we have mentioned, our model will process raw data, so NSL-KDD [67] and Kyoto2009 [68] cannot be used because they contain no original data. In this section, we mainly compare the difference of performance between our model and other models.
B. ISCX-2012
Real traces are analyzed to create profiles for agents that generate real traffic for HTTP, SMTP, SSH, IMAP, POP3, and FTP. Several multi-stage attacks scenarios were subsequently carried out to supply the anomalous portion of the dataset [65] . The ISCX-IDS-2012 intrusion detection evaluation dataset (https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/ids.html) consists of the following seven days of network activity. It contains benign network traffic and labeled four types of attack network traffic including Infiltration, BFSSH, DDoS and HttpDoS. The traffic in the ISCX-IDS-2012 data set is raw data and never be processed, so we need to classify packets into flows. The resulting statistics are shown as follows.
C. ISCX-2017
There are many malicious traffic data sets, but most of them are out of date and untrustworthy. Most of these data sets contain too few types of attacks and some of payload data is encrypted which makes the data unusable. ISCX-2017 datasets (https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/ids-2017.html) contains a wider variety of newer attacks, which are more suitable for simulating and studying cybersecurity in the real world [66] . This datasets contains five days generated realistic background traffic and attack traffic including Brute Force FTP, Brute Force SSH, DoS, Heartbleed, Web Attack, Infiltration, Botnet and DDoS. As we process the ISXC-2012, we classified the traffic data to flow. The resulting statistics are shown as follows. 
D. PREPROCESSING FLOW
All of the data set are raw data and are non-split cap file, which needs to be classified into a network flow file. Because every traffic flow consists of many packets whose number can be huge, and a typical packet contains perhaps 1,000 or 1,500 bytes. The length of flow between any flows can be very different. Putting the data with different length to the model is difficult. So in this step, we need to process the flow and packet into the same length. We set the length of flow to M and the packet size to N. If a packet is longer than N, the exceeding part needs to be cut. If a packet is too short, the packet needs to be padded with zero. To ignore the influence of IP (Internet Protocol) address and Media Access Control (MAC) address, IP and MAC are replaced with random IP and MAC.
1) EVALUATION METRICS
There are three widely used in intrusion detection field metrics to evaluate our algorithm: accuracy (ACC), true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR). TP is the number of malicious flow correctly identified as malicious. TN is the VOLUME 7, 2019 number of benign flow correctly identified as benign. FP is the number of benign flow incorrectly identified as malicious. FN is the number of malicious flow incorrectly identified as benign.
E. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We use the tensorflow1.4.0 (GPU version) and Keras2.0.8 as the experimental framework, on the Ubuntu18.04 64bit OS, with the Intel-CORE i7 7700k, 32GB memory and NVIDIA GTX1080Ti GPU. In the experiment, 10-fold cross-validation is used. We first split the training traffic flow data into 10 groups, then take a group randomly as the validation data set. The remaining groups are taken as the training data set. Next, our model is fit on the training data set and evaluated with the validation data set. We operate the above learning-validating process for ten turns. In training, we use the mini-batch of 64 and use stochastic gradient descent to train the model with the momentum of 0.9. Grid search in the Keras tool is used to get the suitable learning rate. We summarize the performance of our model and other state-of-the-art models.
F. IMPACT OF THE BYTES SIZE
k bytes B ij is embedded to a continuous vector in the encoder section. Embedding one byte at a time and embedding four bytes at a time is quite different. One byte is only 256 in size; however, two bytes are 65536 in size which is quite large. Bytes processing can be compared with neutral language processing. A byte can be seen as an English letter, and two or more byte can be seen as a word. Usually, word embedding has better performance, but some research [69] offers an empirical exploration of the use of character-level convolutional networks and takes an excellent result. Choosing one byte as an embedding operation input unit has an advantage that it will not destroy the original structure of the packet. However, choosing more than one byte, such as two bytes or four bytes, must consider that packet has its structure. Some neighbor bytes have a specific meaning, and they should be treated as a whole. To evaluate which method is most appropriate, we compare five sizes of bytes chosen, one byte, two bytes, three bytes, four bytes, and eight bytes. We choose these five methods because all network data is binary. Using integer power as the bytes chosen can adapt to the raw network data structure better.
We use Batch gradient descent (offline training) to train our model. The BGD uses batch gradient descent method aka the method of steepest descent [70] . The BGD class can accumulate contributions to the gradient from several mini-batches before making an update, thereby enabling it to use batches that are too large to fit in memory [71] . The BGD requires the input data is fixed length. As attention can process long input, and assign a higher weight to the critical part. Considering that the most critical part of the flow is in the head part, we set the length of the packet input size as 1500, which is the maximum length of a packet. According to the statistics, the average flow length is 78.5 packets [72] . Also, the most critical part of the packet is in the head part, so we set the flow length input as 128 packets, and the total input size of flow is 192,000.
In this experiment, we compare the three sizes of bytes chosen. Moreover, use the best bytes chosen to compare with some other state-of-the-art algorithms. Table 4 shows the experimental results. In the experiment, we compare the five sizes of bytes chosen, and it indicates that the overall best performance in this study is choosing two bytes once as the embedding operation input. A possible explanation is that two-byte aligned can mirror the data structure of the network packet. By observing network traffic packets, we find that most of the vital information is two or four bytes, and the packet is usually aligned to 2 or 4 bytes boundary. As we mentioned above, one byte is too short to be embedded. The same byte in a different position in a packet may have different meanings but will be embedded to the same vector. That may cause the attention algorithms confusion. And embedding three bytes to a vector will significantly destroy the original structure of the network data. As for four or eight bytes, the granularity of embedding is too big which lead to some bytes are treated as different bytes, but actually, they have the same meaning in the packet.
G. IMPACT OF HYPER-PARAMETERS
The learning rate is perhaps the most critical hyperparameter [73] . The convergence speed and training results have a great influence. The smaller learning rate can ensure the stable convergence of the training, but the learning speed is slow and the training time is long. The larger learning rate can improve the convergence speed to some extent, but it is easy to lead to the model. Performance will oscillate during the training period.
From Table 5 , it can be seen that when the learning rate is 0.001 or 0.01 the performance of our model is best. With the increase in the learning rate, the performance of our model gradually declines. When the interest rate exceeds 0.5, the performance of our model declines sharply. Because of the learning rate is too large, gradient descent inadvertently increases rather than decrease the training error. So in the experiment, we set the learning rate as 0.02 and when the accuracy reaches 99% we replace the learning rate as 0.01.
We look at the embedding dimensionality as a hyperparameter from 20 to 1000. So we make experiments to find suitable embedding dimensionality. The byte embedding dimensionality is related to the bytes size chosen. In these experiments, we chose two bytes once as the embedding operation input. From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the optimal byte embedding dimensionality is 50. And the embedding dimensionality is not a very sensitive hyper-parameter. Bytes do not contain much information, so it is not necessary to set a high dimensionality. And when the embedding dimensionality is too high, the model is prone to overfitting. However, when the embedding dimensionality is too low, the model has insufficient representation ability to represent the bytes.
H. VISUALIZATION OF ATTENTION
We visualize the attention layer both in byte-level and in packet-level in the Fig. 4 ,5,6,7 to show how individual bytes in the packets and individual packets contribute to the flow product. Red denotes the packet weight and blue denotes the bytes weight. Every packet is divided by blank lines, and the parts in packets which is assigned too little weight are omitted. Moreover, some unimportant network packets have also been omitted. Only significant bytes in significant packets play a decisive role in classification. From Fig. 7 we can see, there are some critical packets are not in the head of network flow. They may be the third, fourth, even fifth package. So sometimes we cannot only process the first few packets when classifying a network flow. We must process enough traffic packets in a flow to determine this traffic flow is malicious. Fig. 4 ,5,6,7 shows that our model can select critical fields in network packets, such as total length of the packet, flags, time to live and status code and any more. Plenty of zero bytes are disregarded. We can see through the visualization example of the botnet that our model can deal non-adjacent packet context. Note that our model pays attention to different bytes in different traffic flow. This result shows that our attention layer can process multiple classifications suitably.
I. LONG FLOW INPUT
Considering that most malicious traffic flow detection method based on deep learning is only using the first few packets in a flow, hackers can hide attack behavior in the payload to avoid detection. Most of malicious traffic flow detection method cannot distinguish the malicious traffic flow if the first few packets in flow do not contain any attack feature. This challenge requires the deep learning method to increase the length of network flow input. Compressing an entire long flow into a static representation may cause feature loss. However, the attention mechanism allows the model to focus on the most relevant part of the flow as needed. To evaluate these supposes, we compare our model with the most advanced model HAST-IDS with different length of the input. We set the packet length as the fixed 1500, and compare the model with different numbers of the packets as a flow input. Fig. 8 shows that as the input packet numbers increases, the performance of our model hardly changes. When the number of input packets is less than 40, both our model and HAST-IDS have an excellent performance. However, as the number of input packet increase, the performance of HAST-IDS drops significantly. But our model still maintains excellent performance in ACC, TPR and FAR. This result shows that our model with attention mechanism can process well with long input of flow. In other words, if the hacker hides the attack in the payload, our model can still detect the attack signature from the payload.
J. COMPARISON WITH PUBLISHED WORK
There are many intrusion detection methods, which are based on deep learning method, have been proposed. Most of them use ISCX-2012 dataset to evaluate their method. And furthermore, some new research also evaluates their methods with the ISCX-2017 dataset. In this article, the method we proposed is running on off-line data. So all the methods we compare in this article are the off-line results. We focus on the traffic flow-level classification. This method has a better performance than the other packet-level detection methods. In this method, we compare the performance difference between our model and other deep learning methods [74] , [75] .
As we can see from Table 7 , our model has better ACC and TPR than any other known models. This indicates that our model has reached the top-level of the state-of-the-art models. It is noteworthy that our model has an excellent performance on the DoS or DDoS attack detection. Our model can detect almost all DoS or DDoS attack and have a very low FPR.
And on the other hand, the performance of our model in detecting bot attack is not satisfactory. For the ISCX-2017 dataset, the detecting rate is only 88.31%, which is significantly lower than other types of attacks. In addition to this type, our model has quite stable performance in other types of attack detection. The detection rate for the other six types of samples all exceeds 95%. As for the ISCX-2012 dataset, the accuracy and TPR of our model are quite excellent. The reason may be that the ISCX-2012 dataset has less diversity and types of attack. 
K. GENERATING PACKET WITH FLOW-WGAN
We first use the WGAN-GP to generate packets, but it is very difficult to convergence for the training. And it is also very difficult to verify that the generated traffic packets meet the format. So it is essential to ensure the accuracy of the traffic packet format. So we add the type and length checker to improve the training process. After using the new loss function, the training process has become faster, and the proportion of correct traffic packets has increased. 20000 real packets are used to train the GAN model, and 12000 packets are generated to test how our model deals with a new type of Internet application. Every day, there are many new applications which are created on the Internet, and we expect our model can correctly classify these applications, rather than detecting them as malicious traffic.
To evaluate the ability of our model classifying new Internet application, 20000 real packets and 12000 generated packets are feed into our model and HAST-IDS. Table 10 shows that when processing the generated packets, classifiers have a higher FAR than processing the real packets. This result shows that Flow-WGAN dose generates different types of applications which can be used to evaluate an intrusion detection method. One possible explanation is that Flow-WGAN extracts different information because it uses different networks comparing with the classifier model. Fig.6 shows as the classifying pseudo-hyperplane and the data points are divided into two classes: benign (circles) and malicious (fork). The class of the points between the two pseudo-hyperplanes is difficult to determine. We find that Flow-WGAN can be used to help to improve or evaluate a classifier. Fig. 11 shows that Flow-WGAN can generate points between the two pseudo-hyperplanes like other imputation methods. Moreover, comparing with HAST-IDS, we find that our model performs better when process a new type application outside the training set. This indicates the attention mechanism can help model learning the key features and reducing over-fitting for the training set.
V. CONCLUSION
In order to avoid hand-designing accurate traffic features, we proposed the hierarchical attention language-based model. It uses the attention mechanism and bidirectional GRU to learn hierarchical features from the raw network data. Our model can use the raw packet as input at the bytelevel. It progressively builds a flow vector by aggregating critical bytes into packet vectors and then aggregating critical packets vectors to flow vectors. The performance of the proposed model is analyzed by comparing with other published methods. The comparison of the results demonstrated that the proposed model exhibits higher accuracy, less FDR, and is suitable for improving malicious network traffic detection. In addition, the training time of our model is 30% less than the training time of HAST-IDS. This indicated our model can find the critical parts with attention mechanism and convergence faster.
Our work proposed a hierarchical attention model which can learn information from two levels of the network flow structure and can represent the bytes better. We used the bytes embedding method to encode the bytes, so the angle between two bytes vectors can represent the relationship of them. We designed a Flow-WGAN to generate a new type of network traffic to evaluate the performance of the classifiers or improve the classifiers.
